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Union seeks VAD action
Campaign reflects deep community support
The Electrical Trades Union in Queensland is
mounting a statewide campaign to back
voluntary assisted dying law reform.

The extensive social media campaign is based
around former ETU state secretary Peter
Simpson who is fighting stage-four melanoma.
The union is seeking action on law reform
before the October state election and is
asking for a commitment from Premier
Annastacia Palaszczuk to act quickly on the
findings and recommendations of the
Queensland Parliament’s inquiry into VAD
conducted by the cross-party Health
Committee.
The ETU’s efforts include an online petition
calling on the state government to have VAD
laws debated and passed by the Queensland
Parliament before the elections scheduled for
Saturday 31 October.
In May the Premier told Parliament she was
referring the findings of the inquiry conducted
by the Health Committee to the Queensland
Law Reform Commission and ask it to report
back with draft laws by March 2021.
Nobody could help but be moved by Peter
Simpson’s plight and the direct and passionate
appeal he makes in a video that forms part of
the ETU’s campaign.
Ideally new VAD laws recommended by the
cross-party Health Committee Inquiry should

Peter Simpson urges VAD law reform in the ETU video

“I wouldn’t push the button today,
but when the pain starts getting to
that stage, it’d be a great option for
people to die with dignity. I’ve led
my life with dignity, why the hell do
I want to go out any other way? I
want to go out on my terms.”
Peter Simpson

That fact underlines the need for all VAD
supporters to work hard to ensure the
next Queensland Parliament has sufficient
pro-VAD MPs to make new laws a reality
as soon as possible.
The ETU campaign reflects the broadbased community support for VAD laws
across the Queensland community. We
need a State Parliament that reflects that
strong level of support.

have been considered in the current term of
parliament. But the Premier’s position
appears fixed and right now VAD laws are
very unlikely to be considered by our 93
state MPs before the parliament ends.

David Muir
Chair
The Clem Jones Trust

You can let the QLRC know your views on new laws
The Queensland Law Reform
Commission has from now until
1 March next year to draft VAD
laws and deliver them to the
government formed at the 2020
election in October.

VAD supporters will be given an
opportunity to have their say by
lodging submissions with the
Commission as part of its public

Consultation papers issued by the
QLRC usually contain a series of
questions about the content of a
proposed new law which helps to
focus submissions.

consultation process. The
Commission will likely call for
submissions by releasing a
consultation paper.

Remember, the Commission will
be seeking feedback that helps it
to write a VAD Bill. So any public
submissions must address the
questions it poses or the terms of

You can follow us on Facebook @mlmcaus

Reference given to the QLRC by
the government. Anyone who is
planning to make a submission
should check the QLRC website
for the consultation paper when
it is released as well as reading
the terms of reference.
Also make sure you meet
whatever deadline for
submissions the QLRC sets.

and Twitter @mlmcaus

Tasmanians plan ahead
Terminally ill ready to move if laws rejected
Some terminally ill Tasmanians
are getting ready to move to
Victoria if necessary if their
state MPs reject another VAD
Bill this year.

Mike Gaffney

MP plans
more info
sessions
The latest round of public
consultation on a VAD Bill
proposed by Tasmanian MP
Michael Gaffney has closed
and the draft law is expected
to be tabled in parliament in
late August or September.

The upper house MP said he
was keen to host more public
information sessions around
the state in coming months
to explain the features of his
Private Member’s Bill.
Voluntary assisted dying
laws have failed to pass in
the Tasmanian Parliament on
three previous occasions,
most recently in 2017.

Louise Elliot, a mother of two
with stage-three cancer of the
ureter, told ABC Radio in Hobart
that her greatest fear was for her
young children having to watch
her slowly die in pain.
"As good as palliative care is, I
don't want to be in pain that
can't be controlled," she told the
ABC.

Louise Elliot with her son Thomas
Photo: ABC News

"I don't want to be in a situation
where days and weeks are
drawing past where I don't even
have the ability to smile.

Click here to listen
to Louise’s story.

"I could not tolerate inflicting a
significant amount of trauma on
my young kids.

law that took effect from June
last year.

“I need to know I'll have the
comfort of them remembering
Mum going to sleep peacefully".

"I'd most definitely pack up and
move," she said. "I wouldn't
want to, but I would do that.

Louise said she would prefer to
die in Tasmania “with my family
around me".

"I'm going to do everything I can
to survive.

But if necessary she would move
to Victoria, where she would
have to live for a minimum of 12
months before she could seek
access to VAD under the state

“[But] I need the comfort of
being able to know that I will go
to sleep peacefully, not in
relentless pain."

Another Tasmanian, identified

by the ABC only as Susan, said
she was also planning to move
to Victoria to take advantage of
its Voluntary Assisted Dying Act.
Susan, who has lung cancer,
said: “I firmly believe that we
have a right to decide what
happens to our own bodies.
"I am now going to sell my home
and move to Victoria because I
want the choice.
"When the time comes, I want
to be able to choose to leave
this world with dignity and not
with my head in a bucket every
day for the rest of my life,”
Susan said.

Doctor answers opponents and outlines the facts
The Australian Christian Lobby
(ACL) has maintained its
opposition to voluntary assisted
dying law reform in Tasmania as
part of its national push to
impose on others its views
against giving better end-of-life
choices.
The ACL attacked the Bill
proposed by Tasmanian upper
house MP Mike Gaffney by using
a familiar, but baseless, claim
that VAD equated to suicide.

Their erroneous claim was well
answered in a letter to the editor
of The Advocate newspaper by
the Tasmanian spokesperson for
Doctors for Assisted Dying
Choice, Bryan Walpole. At right is
what he said.

Voluntary assisted dying is not suicide as
antagonists of the Gaffney Bill argue, like the
Australian Christian Lobby who do not seem
to understand the difference. It is important
to distinguish between the two.
Suicide, an act of desperation, is usually
taken alone, is often violent, and mostly
impulsive. A permanent solution to a
temporary problem. It is always awful for
family and loved ones, and leaves an
intergenerational stain.
Suicidal people are not otherwise dying, but
they often have underlying depression,
schizophrenia, drug and alcohol problems,
and social concerns, mostly treatable.
A permanent solution to a temporary
problem.
Conversely, voluntary assisted dying involves

choices, about the timing, place, and method
of death for a person with a terminal illness.
Gaffney's proposal requires two clinical
opinions to confirm death is expected soon,
together with an opinion on the patient's
decision-making capacity, and whether
there are suitable other acceptable
treatments available, with multiple
confirmed requests from the patient. There
is no chance of a slippery slope here.
Thus VAD is totally separate from suicide,
and Victoria, and now WA, have both passed
VAD legislation.
So let's hope that our parliamentarians
scrutinise, improve and pass the Gaffney Bill,
that over 80 per cent of Tasmanians want
rather than just oppose it on ideological
religious grounds as does the ACL.

We can’t afford any further delay
Party leaders must commit to swift action on VAD laws
There is no doubt that
Queensland has made great
progress in a relatively short
time when it comes to the
debate over voluntary assisted
dying law reform.
While the end result is far from
certain right now, it is very
satisfying that in just the past
few years those who have
campaigned for so long have
finally seen some tangible
reward for our efforts.

We have seen the current
Premier establish a cross-party
inquiry through the Queensland
Parliament.
We have seen that inquiry hold
extensive public consultations
which helped shape its report
and its recommendations for
VAD laws.

Jos Hall
President
Dying With Dignity
Queensland
www.dwdq.org.au
exclusively with fighting the
COVID-19 pandemic.
There are good reasons for
that focus on public health, as
nations that haven’t taken the
pandemic as seriously as they
should are paying a high price
in deaths and infections.

a period during which training
and accreditation of those
operating and overseeing a VAD
system in our state will need to
be undertaken.

The decision by the Premier to
seek a government Bill from
the Queensland Law Reform
Commission (QLRC) has meant
a further delay to the VAD
reform process.

In Victoria and West Australia
the preparatory period took
around 18 months. So it may
well be 2023 before we see a
VAD law operating here even if
it is passed next year.

At best, a Bill would be ready
by March 2021 and it will then
be up to the next government
elected on 31 October this
Unfortunately, we have also seen
year to progress it as quickly
an extension of the inquiry’s
as it sees fit.
reporting deadline and in recent
months we have seen the state
Even if a law is passed by midgovernment occupied almost
2021 there will still need to be

That means we can’t afford to
see any extension to the QLRC’s
reporting deadline beyond next
March. Plus we need promises
from all political leaders that
whoever forms government
after October must commit to
having a VAD Bill passed as soon
as possible.

The delay in the
process for advancing
VAD laws is disappointing, but it
gives all Queenslanders another
opportunity to say exactly what
they would like included in those
laws. DWDQ will be asking its
supporters to make their views
known to the QLRC.
We will also be asking them to
contact their state election
candidates to let them know that
their support of VAD will
influence who gets their vote.

Where do your local candidates stand on VAD?
In the lead-up to the 31 October
state election, the members of
My Life My Choice will be asking
all MPs and candidates to tell
voters where they stand on
voluntary assisted dying.

ASK YOUR MP AND
WOULD-BE MPs IF THEY
SUPPORT REFORM
If you don’t know what
electorate you live in check
your enrolment on the
Electoral Commission of
Queensland website.

While the details of a Bill to be
considered by MPs elected to the
next Queensland Parliament will
not be known until March 2021,
voters are entitled to know now
the views of those seeking to
represent them.
Many MPs have so far refused to
give definitive answers on where
they stand on VAD. When the
Health Committee Inquiry was
under way they said they needed
to wait for its findings. Since the
Inquiry ended some claim they
can’t answer whether they are for
or against VAD because they are
yet to see the Bill being prepared
by the Queensland Law Reform
Commission.

easily check the laws passed in
Victoria and West Australia, and
there is also the model VAD Bill
submitted to the Inquiry which
the Inquiry recommended as a
starting point for a final
government Bill.
The excuses used by some MPs
are just that — excuses for not
being frank and honest with
people electing them.

Anyone who does not know what Right now, even in the absence
of a final VAD Bill, MPs and
form a VAD law might take can

candidates should be able to
say whether or not they back
voluntary assisted dying in
principle.
Do they believe voters should
have the right to seek access to
VAD or not? The answer to that
question does not need to be
informed by the details of
legislation.
It is now the time for MPs and
candidates to say clearly where
they stand.

To find the contact details of
your local MP, check the
Queensland Parliament’s
website.
Find other candidates who
may be standing in your seat
by visiting the websites of
major parties:






LNP
Labor Party
The Greens
One Nation
Katter’s Australian
Party

Key politician declares his backing
Success still depends on who sits in the next Parliament
It was pleasing to read last month a
public declaration of support for
voluntary assisted dying by Steven
Miles, Queensland’s Minister for
Health and recently appointed
Deputy Premier.
Brisbane’s Courier-Mail quoted the
Minister as saying he hoped VAD
was legislated after the Queensland
Law Reform Commission delivers draft
laws in March next year.
“I hope personally that as a supporter of
that reform that we see that occur,” he
said.

It is a welcome development to have such a
senior politician on the side of VAD law
reform. Like health ministers in Victoria and
West Australia, Mr Miles must believe that
it is only fair to give Queenslanders a better
choice at the end of life.
Having met Steven Miles and discussed VAD
with him, I know he is sincere in his
support. I know he recognises the
widespread community support for VAD
and that he is across all of the arguments
for and against.
In particular he recognises that a vast
number of medical practitioners know that
a legislated VAD regime with appropriate
safeguards is the right thing to do.
But, unfortunately, nothing will happen on
the VAD law reform front until next year by
which time we will have a new Queensland

Steve Miles and The Courier-Mail’s story of 11 June 2020

Parliament that will be
elected in October and
a new government
whose complexion and
composition we won’t know until all votes
have been counted.
As we are all too well aware, the Health
Committee Inquiry’s report proposing VAD
laws was tabled in parliament at the time
the coronavirus pandemic was starting to
shut down our state and since then the
government has been focussed on fighting
the health emergency.
As Steven Miles himself said to The CourierMail: “Governing is all about priorities and I
think all Queenslanders would appreciate
that the focus of our health system (should
be) on the COVID-19 response.
“It would have been very, very difficult for
us to provide those experts to the kind of
informed debate that I would like to see (on
VAD).”

Online seminar booked out
Go Gentle says its free online
seminar on voluntary assisted
dying on Thursday 9 July is fully
booked.
But registrations are still being
taken in case places become
available.
The event will run from 6pm to
7pm via the Zoom virtual meeting
app and is being billed as
“Everything you wanted to know
(but were too scared to ask)”.
Speakers include Jacqui Hicks

and Nicole Robertson, the
daughters of Kerry Robertson who
was the first person to access
Victoria’s VAD scheme in July last
year.
Other speakers are Dr Cameron
McLaren who has helped people to
die under the state’s Voluntary
Assisted Dying Act and Go Gentle
CEO Kiki Paul whose father chose an
assisted death in the Netherlands in
2019.

That may be true but the time we have lost
means our efforts to see pro-VAD MPs
elected in October are now even more
important as the fate of the Bill the QLRC
delivers rests with whatever party or parties
form the next government after October
and the composition of the 93 MPs who sit
in the next parliament.
We need to ensure that whatever party or
parties form the next government, they will
put a VAD Bill to parliament and that there
are enough MPs there to pass it.
It will also be critical that Queensland has a
Health Minister after the election who has
the same commitment as the incumbent.

Dr Sid Finnigan MBBS, FRANZCO
Queensland Convenor
Doctors For Assisted Dying Choice

Christians support VAD
National pro-VAD group Christians Supporting Choice for
Voluntary Assisted Dying has outlined a number of direct yet
concise answers to claims commonly made by opponents,
especially false faith-based arguments.
The National Secular Lobby published the responses by Ian
Wood, the national coordinator of Christians Supporting Choice
for VAD.
The claims and counter-arguments are worth reading and
repeating wherever and whenever necessary as the campaign
for VAD reaches a critical stage in the lead-up to the
Queensland state election.
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